Intersecting UK Grid and GridPP/LCG/EGEE Activities

Both the UK Grid and the GridPP activities have made very significant progress over the last couple of years. In particular, both have set up substantial infrastructures within the UK and both have made significant investments in middleware. To date interaction between the communities has been confined to technical working relationships within institutes and the e-Science centres, though, with the advent of the second phase of UK e-Science funding and substantial experience built up, the time is now right to explore ways of increasing interactions to mutual benefit of all involved.

This session aims to explore the possible synergies, intersections and scope for future collaboration between UK e-Science Grid and particle physics Grid communities.

It is anticipated that the session should produce concrete outputs for follow-up in specific areas. The themes to be explored include:

* Applications & Requirements,
* Technical Exchanges & Collaboration Opportunities,
* Common Strategies, Resources & Skills.
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